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Abstract—The j–V characteristics of the Al/thermal or electrochemical SiO2(2–4 nm)/heavily doped p+-Si
nanostructures operating as a resonant-tunneling diode were measured and theoretically analyzed. The char-
acteristics have specific features in the form of current steps and peaks, which are caused by electron transport
between the silicon valence band and metal through discrete levels of the quantum well formed by the p+-Si
conduction band and SiO2/p+-Si interface. Resonant tunneling through the surface state levels and the
appearance of a charge near this interface under certain conditions are discussed.
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The physics of metal–thin oxide (e.g., SiO2)–sili-
con structures has been studied fairly well. Many
problems, including analysis of the electric charge and
voltage distributions and calculation of tunnel cur-
rents, can be considered solved when the barrier
parameters for a specific system are determined [1, 2].
However, the phenomenon of resonant tunneling
(RT) in metal–insulator–semiconductor (MIS)
structures even with the most frequently used combi-
nations of materials, remains almost unexplored.

We demonstrated this interesting phenomenon in
[3, 4]. The conditions for it were established upon
depletion/inversion of an MIS nanostructure with a
rather large band bending qϕs in p+-Si: the RT occurs
between the silicon valence (v) band and metal

through levels Ei (i = 1, 2, …) of the energy quantum
well (QW, see right diagram in Fig. 1) [2]. One of the
barriers is the p+-Si band gap, and the other is the
insulator. The semiconductor barrier in the samples
studied in [3, 4] had a lower tunnel transparency Ts
than the oxide (Ts ≪ Tox).

This Letter thoroughly analyzes the behavior of RT
diodes (RTDs) based on the MIS structure and inter-
prets the observed peculiarities. For this purpose, we
assumed that discrete levels En involved in the RT can
be not only the QW levels, but also levels Eti  of differ-
ent origin, which are associated with the surface states
(SS) at the Si–insulator interface [5]. Each of levels En
(energy reference is Ec0) is involved in the RT under
the condition qϕs – Eg > En. The tunneling direction is

Fig. 1. Band diagrams of the Al/SiO2/p+-Si RTD at the voltage of activation of the subband E1 (on the right) and at the voltage
of activation of one of the SS. The position of Fermi level EFw of the quantum well is determined by the balance of currents of
electron arrival to the QW and electron escape from the QW. Schematic of the  j–V characteristic of the RTD (between the band
diagrams).
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dictated by the relation between Fermi energies EFb|m
of bulk silicon and metal (Fig. 1). At EFb > EFm (V > 0),
both the emitter and collector have a large energy
width and the activation of the level is reflected by a
current step in the j–V characteristic. At EFb < EFm
(V < 0), electrons are collected in the narrow strip of
free states below the v-band edge Ev∞ of bulk Si,
which leads to an occurrence of peaks in the  j–V char-
acteristic. The RT nonlinearities are schematically
shown in Fig. 1.

The described features in the behavior of the MIS
structures were observed in experiments. Figure 2a
shows j–V characteristics for several Al/SiO2/p+-Si
samples (NA ~ 1019 cm–3, and flat band voltage is VFB ~
–1 V). The SiO2 layer (d ~ 2–4 nm) was formed by dry
thermal oxidation at 700°C for 30 min for sample 1
and 40 min for sample 2 or by electrochemical oxida-
tion at 20°C for samples 3 and 4. The behavior of the
structures at V > 0 was qualitatively independent of a
chosen technique, but the peaks in the range of VFB <
V < 0 are more typical for the electrochemical oxide.
The voltage of the first current rise at V > 0 varied from
1.0 to 2.5 V; as dielectric thickness d was increased, the
rise shifted to the right. We managed to obtain two to
three steps and three to five peaks.

In the samples with the electrochemical oxide, it
was noticed that the number of peaks at V < 0 can
increase if the system was involved in the RT at V > 0.
One more feature is the hysteresis of the j–V charac-
teristic typical of structures with relatively thick (≥3–
4 nm) SiO2 and not with thinner insulators. An exam-
ple is sample 3 (Fig. 2a, the recording rate is
~1 V/min). After passing three steps at V > 0, the j(V)

curve is placed higher for decreasing voltage and at
V < 0 passes to the j–V characteristic with peaks with
increasing |V| (see inset in Fig. 2a), which are not
repeated upon recovered to zero, but returned after the
RT at V > 0.

We simulated the RT of electrons in the MIS RTD.
Since the algorithms for calculating the characteristics
of MIS structures was described by us previously [6],
we only consider the calculation of two RT currents of
different nature:  through the QW levels and 
through the SS levels. Electron concentrations Ni at
levels Ei of the QW are distributed in accordance with
the Fermi function fw(E, EFw). These concentrations
and Fermi energy EFw are determined from the condi-
tion of balance of the resulting currents of electron
arrival and escape over all the QW levels

(1)

and

(2)

Here, Tox|s = Tox|s (E, E⊥) is the probability of tunneling
of the electron with a total energy E and a transverse
energy E⊥ = E – Ei through the oxide (ox) or silicon (s)
barriers; fb|w|m(E, EFb|w|m) is the Fermi function in the
bulk of p+-Si (b), QW (w), and metal (m); τar, i is the
time of passage of the QW by the electron back and
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Fig. 2. (a) Experimental and (b) calculated  j–V characteristics of the Al/SiO2/p+-Si (1019 cm–3) RTD with nonlinearities in the
form of current steps and peaks. (1, 2) RTDs with thermal oxide and (3, 4) RTDs with electrochemical oxide. For sample 3, hys-
teresis is observed. RT activation voltages are shown by vertical arrows. Inset: (a) variation in the number of peaks vs. the voltage
variation program and (b) effect of the charge in the oxide (d = 3 nm) on the number of current peaks.
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forward; mi and ζi are the effective mass and degener-
acy for levels Ei (i = 1, 2, …); and t is the temperature
(300 K). Concerning the SS, their occupancies by
electrons vt1, vt2, …, in contrast to the case of the QW,
are determined from the condition of balance between
electron arrival and escape for each separate state. We
obtain

(3)
and

(4)

Probabilities Tox|s in (3) and (4) are calculated with
E⊥ = 0 and total energy equal to SS energy Eti. Here,
Nt1, Nt2, … are the densities of the SS and τt is the life-
time in them. Taking into account that the SS are an
acceptor in the upper half of the band gap and donor
in its lower part [5], the total charge (C · cm–2) on the
Si/SiO2 interface is

(5)

A contribution to the field  in SiO2 is made,
along with Qs, by the charge of the depleted silicon
region with width w (Qdepl = –qwNA) and, possibly, by
relatively slow mobile charge Qf in the oxide near the
interface with Si. In the MIS RTD, along with the RT
current, there is a current c band–metal, which is lim-
ited by the low rate of thermal generation and, conse-
quently, low current  jd of electron drift in the c band
[3, 6]. This current maintains the regime necessary for
the RT. In addition, there is the excess tunnel current
v band–metal.

The calculated j–V characteristics are shown in
Fig. 2b. In the calculation of the SS, we made a stan-
dard assumption about the presence of levels Eti
slightly lower than Ec0 and slightly higher than Ev0. For
the sake of simplicity, we considered single SS levels
with energies of –0.15 eV and –Eg + 0.15 eV, of density
1012 cm–2, and τ1 = 10–15 s; in the main plot, Qf = 0. It
can be seen (compare Figs. 2a and 2b) that the model
reproduces the general shape of the  j–V characteris-
tic, i.e., the steps and one peak. The first current rise
at V > 0 is caused by the RT activation via the acceptor
SS; the second rise is caused by the RT activation via
the QW level; the next rises at levels E2, E3, … that are
involved are more weakly pronounced. The peak is
related to the RT via the donor SS; if we consider sev-
eral such states, the number of peaks can grow (inset in
Fig. 2b). Concerning the current values in Fig. 2b,
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there is no rough discrepancy with the measurement
data, but a full quantitative comparison is still compli-
cated by the inhomogeneous thickness of the SiO2
film.

It is fundamentally important to take into account
the existence of the nonzero SS density, although
sometimes the model without SS describes fairly well
the behavior of structures with thermal oxide—in par-
ticular, the voltage of the first current rise. However,
the first rise often appears earlier, especially for sam-
ples with electrochemical SiO2, and the second rise
corresponds to the calculated activation of the QW
level. Then, the participation of the SS allows the first
step to be reproduced. The role of the SS appears even
more important under negative biases: to obtain at
least one j(V) peak without the SS, it would be neces-
sary to introduce an unreal large Qf value. At the same
time, assuming that the peaks can be caused by the SS,
the density of the latter should not be anomalously
high.

The variable number of peaks observed at V < 0
(inset in Fig. 2a) may be due to variation in charge Qf
in SiO2. When a positive voltage is applied to the
metal, the SiO2/Si interface attracts positively charged
radicals or ions from the oxide, which move off this
interface at V < 0 or are even replaced by negative ions.
The calculation shows (inset in Fig. 2b) that the mod-
erate Qf variations can change the number of features
left-of-zero. The hysteresis of the  j–V characteristic at
V > 0 (Fig. 2a) is probably related to the appearance of
a significant negative charge in the well or on the
acceptor levels. When the RT stops with decreasing
voltage, occupation of the levels by electrons contin-
ues for some time, which leads to the current hysteresis
noticeable even at a sweep rate of ~1 V/min. The
charge leakage occurs via the tunnel resistance of the
oxide and substrate capacitance; estimations with
regard to possible values confirm the reality of this
process.

To fully understand the conditions for electron
storage (certainly, we are more interested in the stor-
age in the QW than on the SS), we calculated some
MIS RTD parameters as functions of oxide thickness
d. Figure 3 shows the thickness dependences of the
mutual position of the Fermi quasi-levels in the bulk
of Si and in the well (EFb – EFw), resulting electron
concentration ΣNi on the QW levels, total current j,
and probability ratio Ts/Tox = Ts(E1, 0)/Tox(E1, 0).
A regime similar to that for the RT is specified by fix-
ing the field in SiO2 (  = 6.8 × 106 V/cm), so one
subband (E1) is involved in the RT over the entire d
range. It can be seen that, as the SiO2 thickness is
increased, energy EFw approaches EFb. The electron
concentration in the QW simultaneously grows and
attains ~1012 cm–2, which is quite sufficient to affect
the current dynamics. The required excess of the tun-
nel transparency of the semiconductor barrier over the

2SiOF
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transparency of the oxide barrier (Tox ≪ Ts) is imple-
mented in the thick oxide limit. Note that, under the
chosen conditions of the fairly strong field  =
const, in contrast to V = const, the role of drift cur-
rent jd as a factor of well filling remains insignificant
with increasing d.

To conclude, we would like to emphasize the two
results obtained. First, we demonstrated the operation
of the MIS structure as an RTD and the importance of
taking into account the transit role of the SS in
resonant  tunneling. Second, we showed the possibil-
ity of attaining high electron concentrations in the QW
of the MIS RTD.

The investigated RTD differs from traditional reso-
nant-tunneling diodes [7] in its simpler design and the
combination of materials of silicon integral electronics
wherein it can be employed.
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Fig. 3. Calculated electron concentrations in the Al/SiO2/p+-Si (1019 cm–3) RTD QW and difference between the Fermi energies
of bulk Si and QW vs. oxide thickness. Inset: variation in the total current and ratio of the tunnel transparencies of the barriers
with the SiO2 thickness.
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